






deeper understanding 
use AI tools to inform, assist and guide 

counteract anxiety and distrust 
manage risk when using AI







artificial neural networks 

math models implemented as 
computer code

most powerful 
computers massively parallel computations



No AI without AI

behavior and properties of 
biological neurons 

matrix 
algebra and calculus

connection



layers



• Broca’s area is thought to be 20% 
larger in female brains.





HEBB, D.O.. THE ORGANIZATION OF BEHAVIOR (1949). TAYLOR AND FRANCIS. KINDLE EDITION.



Learn: encode inputs into the connections

Compute the output error

Adjust connection weights

The brain is modeled with math



class TransformerModel(nn.Module):
    def __init__(self, ntoken: int, d_model: int, nhead: int, d_hid: int,
                 nlayers: int, dropout: float = 0.5):
        super().__init__()
        self.model_type = 'Transformer'
        self.pos_encoder = PositionalEncoding(d_model, dropout)
        encoder_layers = TransformerEncoderLayer(d_model, nhead, d_hid, dropout)
        self.transformer_encoder = TransformerEncoder(encoder_layers, nlayers)
        self.embedding = nn.Embedding(ntoken, d_model)
        self.d_model = d_model
        self.linear = nn.Linear(d_model, ntoken)
        self.init_weights()

    def init_weights(self) -> None:
        initrange = 0.1
        self.embedding.weight.data.uniform_(-initrange, initrange)
        self.linear.bias.data.zero_()
        self.linear.weight.data.uniform_(-initrange, initrange)

    def forward(self, src: Tensor, src_mask: Tensor = None) -> Tensor:
        """
        Arguments:
            src: Tensor, shape ``[seq_len, batch_size]``
            src_mask: Tensor, shape ``[seq_len, seq_len]``
        Returns:
            output Tensor of shape ``[seq_len, batch_size, ntoken]``
        """
        src = self.embedding(src) * math.sqrt(self.d_model)
        src = self.pos_encoder(src)
        output = self.transformer_encoder(src, src_mask)
        output = self.linear(output)
        return output

Learn (forward pass)





Specs GPT-3 
(estimated)

ChatGPT-4
(estimated*)

Humans (estimated)

Total Neurons 7.5 million units 85 million units 86 billion

Neurons for cognitive processes N/A N/A 16-20 billion

Neurons for language processing 7.5 million units 85 million units 100’s of millions to several billion

Parameters/Connections Total 175 billion Up to 2 trillion 100 trillion t0 1 quadrillion (1000 trillion)

Parameters/Connections  for all 
cognitive processes

175 billion Up to 2 trillion 100 trillion (guestimate)

Parameters/Connections for 
language processing

175 billion Up to 2 trillion 1oo trillion (guestimate)

*OpenAI models are proprietary and estimates are speculation based on extrapolation from smaller models and reverse engineering analysis by outside 
parties



biological neurons 
learning and memory

encodes connections between 
artificial neurons

mathematically
computer programming code

specialized hardware (GPUs) 





Prompt



explain and summarize 

details

key points 

examples

comparisons

• Chain your questions 



All AI chatbots are 
trained on various 

data from the 
internet, scholarly 

articles, e-books, etc.

No AI has all the 
information on every 

topic.

This means that bias 
exists in every AI 
knowledge base

fact check 

• Use search engines 

multiple AI 
systems



• AI can generate 

• Hallucinations are a side-effect 

very early days of mainstream AI adoption

what could go possibly wrong
• Scientists, engineers and business are working hard 





personally 
identifiable information

• You have the right to opt 
out of data sharing 








